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 In that time, we have seen huge advances in digital synthesis and sampling technology, so we are in a position to offer an entirely new take on what you can get from a Minimoog-V. This is our answer to the question : "Can I get the same quality of a real Minimoog in digital?" This is the Minimoog-V. _"a lot of love and respect goes into the (virtual) Minimoog model"_ _= Warren Pendergrass_
Features * 32 kHz sample rate and 44.1 kHz sampling * Envelope modelling with +/− depth (with routing options) * Stereo input and output * DYNAMIC AMPLIFICATION for real analog bandpass and bandwidth characteristics * Noise suppression with adjustable damping * High Quality Sample and Pitch correction algorithms * Fairly easy to control, with many DAW-like knobs The Minimoog-

V offers a wide range of features, so you will need to consider your personal needs and applications. If you would like to try the virtual version before you buy, we have included a free download of a virtual Minimoog sample pack in the download section. The virtual Minimoog model is based on the original Minimoog M7  release. From the start, we wanted to build a sound model that did not
compromise on the character of the original Minimoog. As a result, we have spent a lot of time and effort in modelling both the body and the envelope to give you the most authentic and realistic sound. The digital sound also benefits from careful modelling of the original analog circuits, so you can get the best quality from the newly released Minimoog-V. * 44.1 kHz sample rate * 32 kHz stereo
sample rate for expanded pitch capability * Midi controllable inputs and outputs, 16 control destinations * Noise suppression * Dual envelope generators with transient and input controls * Stereo unison / chorus effect * Real analog bandpass filter and low-pass filter with adjustable bandwidth and crossover * Real analog dBu line level output (BAL) * Resonant filters with choices of linear and

exponential filter characteristics * Subharmonic frequency controllable at +/- 4 percent, +/- 12 percent and +/- 25 percent of the subharmonic frequency * 12 kHz, 82157476af
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